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Abstract-In this paper by a constructive method we show that the node connectivity of a hypercube of 
dimension and base I is 2n. Other interesting properties of the graph are also presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The graph terminology used in this paper is from[2]. Let S,,;be the set of all the r” strings of 
the type dldzd3. . . d, where digit di E (0, 1, 2, 3,. . . , r - l}, i = 1, 2,. . . , n. TWO strings 
d,d2d3.. . d, and didid;. . . d:, of S,, are neighbors in S,,, if and only if there exists exactly one 
k such that dk - d; = l(mod r) and di = dj for all iZ k. The graph (V, E) obtained by associating 
each vertex vi E V with a distinct string Si E S and (tri, ui) E E whenever Si, si are neighbors in 
S,,, is known as a hypercube of dimen$nn and base r is denoted by C?. An alternate way of 
defining C: is that it is the graph C, X C, X . . . x C, where C, is a cycle of length r. The graph CT 
is the well-known binary hypercube (or the n-cube)[3] and has applications in switching theory, 
computer design, coding theory and in interconnection etworks for array of processors[l, 4,51. 
In this paper we study some of properties of C: in view of its applications in interconnection 
networks for large array of processors[5]. All additions (subtractions) performed in this paper 
are assumed to be mod r operations. 
A graph is said to be r-partite if and only if its vertex set can be partitioned into r groups 
where each of the groups is an independent set for the graph. If the distance between any two 
vertices of a connected graph is the largest amongst he distances between each and every pair 
of vertices of the graph then the two vertices are diametrical vertices. If s and t are two strings 
then s/It denotes the string obtained by catenating t with s. 
2. PROPERTIES OF C: 
The following is straightforward. 
PROPERTY 1 
C: is regular with degree 2n and has nr” edges, r > 2. 
Proof. Follows from the fact that for each and every s E S,,, there exist exactly 2n strings 
that are neighbors of s in S,, 
It is well known that C; is regular with degree n and has n2”-’ edges. The following is 
relevant from the viewpoint of an interconnection etwork. 
THEOREM 2. 
The diameter of the graph C: is nx where x = ir/2J. 
Proof. Proof is by induction on n. Note that the result is true for C! (a cycle of length r), a 
pair of diametrical vertices in the case being 0 and x. Now assume as induction hypothesis that 
the diameter of C! is sx and the strings corresponding to a pair of diametrical vertices are 
‘I 
given 0000, . . 0 and xxx... x. We now need to show that the diameter of Cf+’ is (p + 1) x and a 
pair of dimetrical vertices correspond to strings containing exactly (p + 1) O’s and (p + 1) X’S 
respectively. 
Now C:+’ can be constructed from Cy by adding (rp+’ - rP) vertices corresponding to the 
set of strings of length p + 1 obtained by concatenating the strings of S,., with i (for 
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i = 0, 1,2,3, . . . , (r - 1)). In view of the induction hypothesis the vertex corresponding to 
P+r P+l 
OZin CF+’ is at distance px from the vertex associated with the string boo...o. The distance 
P+l 
from the vertex corresponding to 000.. . 0 to vertex corresponding to the string of (p + 1) x’s is 
P+l 
given by px + (the di$nce from the vertex corresponding to Oz to the vertex correspond- 
ing to the string xxxx . . . x) and this equals (p + 1)x. 
The following can be stated. 
THEOREM 3.
CT is an r-partite graph. 
Proof. By induction on n. Note that Cl is r-partite. Next consider a family of ordered sets 
ICLZ, G.2, * * * 9 C,,*} where the jth element (j = 1,2,3,. . . , r) of the set Ctz (k = 1,2,. . . , r) is 
given by the two digit string (j + k - 2) 11 (j - 1). Clearly {Cl,z, Cl.*, . . . , Cr.?} is a partition for Sz., 
and the vertex set corresponding to the block G2 constitutes the kth independent set 
(k = 1,2,. . . , r) in CT and therefore C: is r-partite. 
Next as induction hypothesis assume that CY is r-partite and {Cr.,, Cl,p,. . . , C,,} is the 
partition for S,,, where the set of vertices corresponding to the strings in Ci,p correspond to the 
jth independent set in CT and the cardinality of this set is rP-‘. Now a partition 
, C,,p+l} where the block Cj,p+l (j = 1,2,. . . , r) is constructed from 
. , C,,,) by the following procedure. Ci.P+r initially is a null set. 
Procedure (construct): for i = 1 step 1 until r do begin 
for each string s E C,p do begin 
cj,p+l =Cj.p+l U I(i + i - 2) II s). 
end 
end 
Now there are exactly rp strings in Ci,p+l and no two of them are neighbors. Further ; Cj.P+l is 
j=l 
S p+l,, and for mf q the sets &,+, and C,,,, are disjoint. Thus in CP” each set of vertices (for 
j=l,2,..., r) corresponding to the block Cj.p+r constitutes an independent set. 0 
The following well-known result[3] is a direct consequence of the above theorem. 
Corollary 3. An n-cube is a bipartite graph. 
Next we have the following. 
THEOREM 4.
C: is nonplanar for n > 2 and r < 3. 
Proof. A necessary condition for planarity of a graph (V, E) is that IE] g 31 VI - 6. Clearly for 
n > 2, r > 3, C: violates the necessary condition. Cl 
Next we investigate into the connectivity properties of CY. For this purpose let u = 
uru2.. . u, and v = vlv2.. . v, be any two vertices in CY and for any 0 < i c: n, 
mi =i 1 Vi - Ui - 1 if Vi > Ui r-l-ui+viifvi5ui’ 
and 
p, = 
’ 1 
r - Vi + Ui + 1 if Vi > Ui 
Vi-Ui+l ifVi5Ui’ 
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Further let II: and IIT be two paths from u to u defined by the following vertex sequences: 
IIT = ((~1~2. . . ui-l(ui + k)U;+, . . . U,: 0 5 k 5 m, 1 
{U&... Ui-,(ui - l)(U,+, + k)ui+z. . * IL,: 0 5 k 5 mi+l}y *. . 7 
{U&... ui-lt), - 1 ui+,(ui+z  k) . . . u,: 0 5 k 5 m;+zl, . . * t 
(U111~. . . (Iti - l)U,+,Oi+T 5.. +J-J(u~ + k): 0 I: k 5 RI,)>. ., 
{(u, + k)uz . . . ui-l(ui- I)ui + 1 . . . u,: 01 k 5 m,}, . . ,, 
{~,~~...(U;-~+k)Ui-lUi+,~~~U~:O~k~mi-,}~~~~, 
u,u2.. . Ui_>Ui_,Ui - 1 Ui+l * . . 0,~ U}. 
~~~{{U,U~~~~U~_,(U~~k)u~+,~~~u~~O~k~~~}~~~~~ 
{u,ut.. . Ui_,(Ui + l)(Ui+, - k)ui+z e e . Ii,: 0 5 k I pi+,}, . . + 7 
{u,u:. . . Ui_,(Ui + I)Ui+?. . . II,-,(u,_,J: 0 (r k 5 p,}, . . . , 
P 
- k)uz . . . Ui-l(Ui + l)Ui+l e . . U,: 0 5 k 5 p,}y e e e 3 
u,u2.. . Vi_~(Ui_,- k)(ui + l)~;+l.. . t’,: 01 k sp,-,}, . . -9 
v,v>. . Vi-ZVi-,(Vi + l)Vi+,Vi+z. . . U.9 0). 
The following is obvious. 
LEMMA 5. 
IIt and II; are vertex disjoint paths from u to v. 
Next we claim the following. 
THEOREM 6. 
Given any pair of vertices u and u in C: there exist 2n vertex disjoint paths from u to u for 
r > 2. 
Proof. By construction. Consider the sets of paths S = (II:]):,, U {II;):=‘=, from u to v in CL. 
First note that each of the paths in the set is unique and there are exactly 2n paths. Next we 
show each and every pair of paths in S are vertex disjoint. First consider II:, 01 i,i= n, 
i* j. The two paths have no vertices in common (except u and u). To see this note that the two 
sequences {u,u~. . . ui_,(u, + k)Ui+, . . .u,: O< k 5 mi} and {u,u~. . . I+,(u~ + k)uj+, . . . u,: O< k I 
mi} have no vertex in common. Further the remaining intermediate vertices of IIt and IIT have 
their ith and jth coordinates fixed at (Vi - 1) and (Uj - 1) respectively and therefore there exist no 
common vertices in the sequence. Similarly lIT and IIT are vertex disjoint for all iZ j. In view 
of Lemma 5. II: and IIT are vertex disjoint for 0 pi < n. Further ll: and IIS are also vertex 
disjoint. To see this first note that there are no common vertices in the two vertex sequences (or 
subpaths) {u,u~u~ . . . ui_,(Ui + k) . . . u,: O< k I m,} and {u,u~. . . ui-l(uj - 1). . . u.: O< k I pi}. 
The remaining vertices of the path IIT all have (except u) the i-th coordinate fixed at (Vi - 1) 
whereas the remaining vertices of the path x7 have the jth coordinate fixed at uj + 1. Since for 
any if t’i - 1 * c, + 1 for all r > 2, IIt and IIS are vertex disjoint for all 1 < i,j _( n. Thus the 
result. 
Next we claim the following. 
Corollae 7. The node connectivity of C,’ is 2n. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 6 the connectivity of CA is at least 2n. Since the node 
connectivity of CA cannot exceed its degree 2n we have the desired result. Cl 
It must be noted that the node connectivity of C2 is known to be n[l, 41. 
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